We first prove some equivalent statements on /-stability of families of critically finite entire functions. Then, with these in hand, a conjecture concerning stability of the family of exponential functions is affirmatively answered in some cases.
Introduction
In recent years, there have been many papers on the dynamics of some important classes of transcendental entire functions. The Julia set of a transcendental entire function is necessarily quite different from that of a polynomial or a rational map since the point at infinity is an essential singularity of transcendental entire function, although many results are true for both rational functions and transcendental entire functions.
One of the basic problems in iteration theory is to study structural stability of holomorphic families (for definitions, see §1). The simplest and the most interesting family is the exponential function family. A well-known conjecture (e.g. see [6] ) in this field is that Xez (X =¿ 0) is not structurally stable. In 1984, R. Devaney [4] proved that ez is not structurally stable. In 1989, J. Zhou and Z. Li [11] proved that Xez is unstable for any X > l/e. Here we show that Xez is not structurally stable if X is on Cantor sets of curves tending to oo in the A-plane, which is called the "Hairs" [3] , (where the half line X > l/e in the A-plane is contained in the "hairs"), and other choices of X. More interesting, the bifurcation diagram of Xez in the A-plane is known as Figure 1 (e.g. [1,3, and 5] ). Roughly speaking, for any X in the black area of Figure 1 , we have J(E¡) = C and for any X in the white area in Figure 1 , the J(E¡) # C. The black regions correspond to curves where the Julia set is the whole plane. The computer algorithm used to generate this picture simply colored a point if the corresponding exponential map satisfied Re¿"(0) > 100 for some « < 100. However the main result in this paper shows that for any black X, which lies on "hairs", there is a white X which can be arbitrarily close to the black X. Of course, we cannot see this from the computer picture. 
Notations and preliminaries
In the sequel we always regard / as a transcendental entire function and denote the «-fold iterate of / by /" . Set F(f) -{z: {/"} is normal in a neighborhood of z} .
Then the Julia set of / is J(f) = C\F(f). A point a e C is called periodic if fn(a) = a for some positive integer «. The minimal « is called period of a, and {a, f(a), ... , fn~x(a)} is called a periodic cycle. If a is an «-periodic point, we define X = (fn)'(a) to be the multiplier of a. The point a is called attracting, repelling and neutral when \X\ < 1, |A| > 1 and \X\ = 1 respectively. Thus we can define the Julia set of any entire function / as the closure of repelling periodic points. Moreover /(/) is a perfect and completely invariant set. Standard references are [2] and [9] for rational functions and [6] for transcendental entire functions.
A point a e C is called an asymptotic value of the entire function / if there is a curve y c C tending to oo such that f(z) -> a as z -> oc and z e y. 
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The S is called the critically finite family. We call two entire functions f(z) and g(z) topologically equivalent in C if there are homeomorphisms <f>, \p: C -> C such that y/ o g = f o <f>, and write / ~ g. For any nonconstant g e Sq , set Mg = {/; /is entire and f ~ g}.
Clearly Mg is a subset of Sq . Moreover Mg [6, §3] , is a (q + 2)-dimensional complex analytic manifold and the topology of Mg is locally equivalent to the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of C. In the sequel, we write a given submanifold of Mg as simply M for some fixed g e S.
Let M be such a submanifold. We define a multi-valued analytic function ap: M -► C as the set of solutions to the equation fp(a) = a (see [6] for full discussions). By [6, Theorem 2] , the function ap has only algebraic singularities. Let ctpj(f) be a branch of ap . Set Np = {/ e M ; (fp)'(apJ(f)) for some /} , Z = M\N, and hf depends continuously on / under the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, hf0 = id and hf is analytic as / ranges in M. We call an entire function fo e M structurally stable in M if for all f e M which are close enough to fo, we have that fo and / are topologically conjugate in the whole complex plane and the conjugating homeomorphism depends continuously on /■ Definition. A holomorphic motion of a set ,4 c C over U (originating at fo) is a map « : Í7x^-»C satisfying the following conditions: (1) The map h(f, z) is analytic in / for every z e A, (2) The map «/: z >-, h(f, z) is injective for every / e U, (3)hfo = id.
Statement of results
Let Xq e C\{0} and ô be any positive real number.
Os(Xo) = {X;\X-Ao| < 3}, Ex(z) = Xez and gn(X) = ¿A"(0), where ¿" is the «-fold iterate of Ex(z) and ô is so small that 0¿(Xq) n {0} = 0. One important question concerning complex dynamical systems (see, for example, [3, 6] ) asks:
Is there an open set of X in the A-plane for which J(E¿) = C ? (Or, is J(E^) structurally stable whenever J(EX) = C?)
Based on the classification of Sullivan for Fatou set, it is known that (e.g. Baker and Rippon [1] , Devaney [3] ) that Theorem A. Let X0 e C\{0} . (**) // X0 = kni (kel), then J(EXo) = C.
In the sequel we say that X satisfies condition (*) if gn(Xo) -* oo as « -» oo and condition (**) if X = kni, where k eZ.
Remark. In [6, Theorem 8], Eremenko and Lyubich generalized Theorem A to critically finite families. They proved that if the orbits of all singular points of / e S land on cycles or tend to oo then J(f) = C. It is known that Ex (X > l/e) is not structurally stable [4] and [11] . In this paper we first prove some equivalent propositions of /-stability for the family of critically finite entire functions and specialize to the family Ex, and then prove Ex is not structurally stable when X satisfies condition (*) or condition (**). More precisely, we have Corollary 4. Let Xo satisfy condition (*). Then given e > 0, there exists a X* such that \Xo -X*\ < e and J(EXJ ^ C ; hence EXo is not structurally stable.
Theorem 5. If Xq satisfies the condition (**), then EXo is not J-stable.
Corollary 6. let Xo satisfy condition (**), then given e > 0, there exists a A» such that \Xo -X*\ < e and J(EXJ ^ C ; hence EXo is not structurally stable.
Remark. It seems that we cannot prove the most general case when 0 is preperiodic by using the methods in this paper, although we may generalize Corollary 6 a little by adding some restrictions. I want to thank David Drasin, Alexandre Eremenko and Curt McMullen for suggestions and helpful discussions. Finally I want to thank Boston University for hospitality during the summer conference in dynamical systems in 1991.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove this theorem by combining the work of C. McMullen [8] for rational mappings with that of A. Eremenko and M. Lyubich [6] for critically finite entire functions. Here we use the following procedure (a) => (c) => (d) => (a) and (b) «► (c).
(a) => (c) Suppose the period of the longest attracting cycle of any feM is bounded uniformly in M. Then there exists an integer p such that all kperiodic cycles of any feM are repelling whenever k > p . In fact, suppose there is an / which has a /c-neutral cycle; i.e. \Xkj(f)\ = 1, for some branch &k,i °f ^k ■ Since Xki(f) is a nonconstant analytic function [6, Lemma 6] , there is an fx e M which is close to / with |Afc(/i)| < 1. So / has an attracting cycle with period k > p, and this contradicts (a). Now for any fo e M, let U be a simply-connected neighborhood of fo in M. For any k > p, all branches ak , of ak may be chosen, in a natural way, as singlevalued analytic functions in U since fo £ Nk. Hence, as in [6, Theorem 9], hf: U x ?erp(fo) -C with hf(akJ(fo)) = ak>i(f) defines a holomorphic motion of the set of periodic points with period greater than p, which we write as Perp(fo), over U. (We denote the set of all periodic points of / by Per(/)). In fact, clearly «y0 = id and hf is analytic in / as / ranges in U since <*£,,(/) is analytic. We next show that hf is injection for any fixed f e U. If not so, there exist /* e U, as¡i(fo), atj(f0) and as,i(fo) ¿ ottj(fo) such that «/, («*,/(/))) = «*,<(/•) = <*,,;(/,) = hf,'(<xt,j(fo)) ■ Set Fst(f, z) = f'(z) -z. So Fst(ft,asJ(ft)) = Fst(f.,atJ(f.)) = 0 and fzFst(f*, aSti(f.)) = (f?)'{<*sAf*)) -1 Ï 0 and &/?"(/,, atJ(f.)) ¿ 0 since feU.
Therefore applying the implicit function theorem to Fst(f, z) at (/*, ot-s.if*)) = (f*, atj(f*)), we see that by the uniqueness of the solution to the equation Fst(f, z) = 0, there is a neighborhood of /», say U', such that as,i(f) = r*t,j(f), for f e U'. Since these functions are analytic in U, they are equal to each other in U. Thus asj(fo) = atj(fo) > a contradiction.
It follows that the motion h/(z) is a holomorphic motion of Perp(/>) over U. By the A-lemma [7] , this motion can be extended to a holomorphic motion on Perp(/0). However the set Per(/0)\Perp(/o) has no limit point; otherwise we would have f"(z) = z, for some « < p . Hence Perp(/0) is dense in /(/0) since Per(/j) is dense in J(fo) and J(fo) is perfect. Thus Perp(fo) = /(/>), and hf provides the conjugation which shows the /-stability of f,. Hence M is /-stable since fo was arbitrary.
To prove that (d) follows from (c), we need the following lemmas: Moreover both sides of this equality are analytic in M, so it holds in all of M. In other words, for any feM the forward orbit of hf(c¡0(fo)) meets a repelling cycle of /.
It remains to prove that «/(c,0(/0)) = cio(f) for feM, when c,0(/0) G /(/o). Since cio(fo) e J(fo), there exists a sequence {ak(f0)} c Perp(/0) such that ak(fo) -> Ci0(fo) (k -, oo). Moreover, we can assume from the fact that fo is /-stable that there are a neighborhood of f0 , say U, and {ak(f)} c Perp(/0) such that ak(f) -> c,0(/) for / G U. By our definition of «/, we have that hf(ak(fo)) = ak(f), hence hf(ck(fQ)) = c,0(/) So the lemma is proved. D Lemma 2. Let c¡(fo) e sing/,-1. Then there exists a repelling cycle with period greater than 3 of fo such that the forward orbit of <:,(/)) does not meet this cycle.
Proof. Take any repelling cycle {/rf^o)}^' (Po ^3) 0I" fo ■ If the forward orbit of Cj(fo) does not hit this cycle, then the lemma is proved. Otherwise, noting fo has infinitely many repelling cycles, we can find another repelling cycle (period greater than 3) which is disjoint on the orbit of c¡(fo). Thus the lemma is completely proved. D /) )}~ , is normal in M for each /'. Let ¿,(/) denote thefunction which is the uniform limit of a subsequence of {f"(c¡k(f))}^Ll in some compact subset of M. Now suppose for some fo e M, fo has an attracting cycle with some order k, say {f¿(zo)}kjZo • (^ not so> (a) is proved.) Thus this cycle must attract some ¿io(/o), since each attracting basin contains a singular point of fo, (e.g. see [6, §5] ); i.e. f0k(Fio(fQ)) = ¿,0(/o). Hence ¿,0(/) ^ oo. Applying the implicit function theorem to <p(f, z) -fk(z) -z at the point (fo, z0) and noting the continuity of Xk(f, z) = (fk)'(z), we find a neighborhood U(fo) such that any / G U(fo) has an attracting cycle with period k . Since each attracting basin of / contains a singular point of / and the subsequence of the forward orbits of the singular point uniformly approaches the attracting cycle, we have that fk(Eio(f)) = Fio(f), for any / G U(f0). Hence it holds in M. Thus c,0(/) (the z'oth singular point of /) is never attracted to a cycle with period greater than k for all feM.
Therefore if there is another feM which has an attracting cycle with period kx > k, then there is c,,(/) (ix ¿ z'o) such that c,,(/) is attracted by a cycle with period no than kx. However there are only finitely many singular points, so the longest length of an attracting cycle must be uniformly bounded.
Remark. Eremenko and Lyubich [6, Theorem 5] proved that if / G Sq, then the number of attracting cycles is not greater than q . Hence the longest length of attracting cycle of / is bounded.
(c) =$■ (b) Suppose fo is /-stable in M. Then there is a U(fo) in M such that the number of repelling periodic cycles of any / in U(fo) with period p is constant, since /o|/(/o) is topologically conjugate to f\J(f) for any fe U(f0) and for any integer p. Now we suppose that (b) is not true, i.e. fo e N = L£Li Np . If fo e Np, for some p, then Xpj(fo) = 1 for some branch of Xp.
Since Xpj(f) is a nonconstant analytic function [6, Lemma 6] , there is a / such that f e M, f arbitrarily close to fo such that the number of repelling cycles of / with period p is greater than that of fo. This contradicts the assumption that the number of repelling cycles with period p is constant in U(fo). Now we consider the case that fo e N but /0 £ Np for any p . Thus there exists a sequence /" such that fn G U^L, Np and /" converges uniformly to fo on any compact subset. But the number of repelling cycles of order p of any / in U(fo) is constant for any fixed p. However we may take a fn0 € NPo n U(fo), so that Xpaj(fn) = 1. As above there exists/» G U(f0) such that the number of repelling cycles with period po of /» is greater than that of f"Q which in turn is equal to that of /o. This again contradicts the fact that the number of repelling cycles with period p is constant in U(fo). So we have proved the (b).
(b) =» (c) See [6, Theorem 9] . Thus Theorem 1 is proved completely. □ Proof of Corollary 2. We take M = {Ex ; X e Ü¿(A0)}. As in §1, let y = id and <j> = z + \o%(Xx/X2), we see that Ex¡ ~ ¿¿2 (for any Xx, X2 e Os(Xq)) . Hence M is a submanifold of Sx . Furthermore the exponential family has only one asymptotic value 0; i.e. sing¿A"1 = {0} for all X e 0¿(Xo). Hence f"(c(f)) -E%(0) -g"(X). Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 1. D Proof of Theorem 3. If EXo is /-stable, then there exists r5o > 0 such that M0 = {Ex; X e Os0(X0)} is /-stable. By Corollary 2, {g"(X)} is normal in Og0(X0). By hypothesis, g"(X0) = El (0) tends to infinity, thus g"(X) converges uniformly to infinity in 0¿, (Xo), where Sx < So . Without loss of generality we may assume S = So = S\ . Moreover, from the definition of g"(X) we have that (3) gn+x(X) = Xe*-W .
since gn+x tends uniformly to infinity, (3) implies that Regn(X) also tends uniformly to +oo . Now we consider two cases by looking at {g'n(Xo)} . Case One: {g'n(Xo)} is unbounded. Choose a subsequence nk with {g'n.(Xo)} tending to infinity (k -, oo). Set hm(X) = gn(X) + log A, for any fixed branch of logarithm. We may assume that each hn(X) is analytic in 0¿(Xo). Furthermore, given M > 1, there is a Nx such that \h'nk(X0)\ô > SM (k > Nx). By applying Bloch's theorem to {««^A)}-^ in Os(Xo), we obtain that there is an open set D"k c Os(Xo) such that hnk(D"k) is a disk with diam(«"t(¿»"J) > y/3\h'nk(Xo)\ô/2 > 4M, (k > N\). Thus there exists X*k e D"k c 05 (An) and an integer j"k such that lm(hnk(X*k)) = (2;", + 1/2)ä , (k > Nx). So, if A*fc = r¿y0«* , we may arrange that lm(gnk(X*nk)) = (2jnk + l/2)n -6*k, (k > Nx). Hence, by (3), Re^+1(^) = Re{r;eRe^^)+i{Im^(A;)+ö;}} = r;keReg^Vcos(lmgnk(X*nk) + e;k)
= 0, for all k > Nx.
This contradicts the uniform convergence of {Regn(X)} to infinity in Os(Xq) , so EXo is not /-stable and the theorem is proved in this case. Case Two: {g'n(Xo)} is a bounded set. First we prove the following two claims. Proof. If there is a sequence A; in 0¿(Xo) with A; ->• Xo and {^(A,)}^ is unbounded for each j, then by Case One, for each j , Ex. cannot be /-stable. It follows from the definition of /-stability of EXo that EXü is not /-stable. Hence there exists ô2 < ô such that {g'"(X)}™=x is bounded for each fixed A G 0<s2(Ao). By Claim 1 we must have g'n(X) -> -1/A in Os2(Xo) ■ Again we assume ô2 = S. Now we want to get contradiction under the assumptions that g'n(X) tends to -1/A in Og(Xo) and that gn(X) and Reg"(A) uniformly go to infinity and positive infinity respectively in 0¿(Xo). Again we consider two cases. contradicts the fact that lmgn(X) (mod2ft) tends uniformly to -0o in y(0n). However if 0n = 0, then Xo must be real. Moreover ¿? (0) -► oo implies that An > l/e. It can be easily seen that q'n(Xo) rnust tend to infinity, which has already been discussed in Case One in this case. Thus Theorem 3 is completely proved. D
Proof of Corollary 4. By Theorem 3, we know that ¿^ is not /-stable. Hence there is a ô < e such that the family {Xez ; \X -An| < 3} is not /-stable. But /-stability is equivalent to structural stability since J(EXo) = C. It follows from Corollary 2(b) that there is a A» g 05(An) such that EXr £ Z. Therefore J(EX.)¿C since J(EXo) = C.
Remark 1. By [3] , we know that there are uncountable unions of curves tending to oo in the A-plane such that for all A except on the endpoints of these curves, ¿£(0)^oo.
Remark 2. If An > 0, then both g"(X0) and g'n(X0) are positive. So g'n(Xo) = e*-^ + gn(Xo)g'"-X(Xo) > e*-'^ -oo, (« -, oo).
Hence by Theorem 3 (Case One) and Corollary 4, we have an alternate proof of [4 and 11] .
Proof of Theorem 5. We first prove the case Xo = 2kni (k ^ 0 is a given integer). Then we have ¿¿"(0) = 2kni = ¿¿(0) ; i.e. g2(X0) = A0 = gi(A0), so, g"(An) = X0, (« > 0). As in the proof of Theorem 3, if EXo is /-stable, it follows from Corollary 2(d) that there exists ô > 0 such that {gm(X)} = {E™(0)} is normal in 05(An). Hence there exists a subsequence {gmj(X)} which necessarily converges to a holomorphic function g(X) in 0?/2(Ao) since gn(A0) = Ao, for all «>0. Thus {g'm (Xo)} is bounded since g'(Xo) is finite. However from (3) we have that (8) Xg'n(X) = gm(X) + gm(X)Xg'm_x(X), for all m >0.
Hence we obtain using (8) This contradicts the boundedness of the {g'm (Xo)}, and Theorem 5 is proved in this case. Next set A0 = 2(k + l)ni (k a fixed integer). Then ¿fo(0) = -2(k + l)ni = ¿fo(0). Set a = ¿¿(0). We have that ¿¿(0) = a and gn(X0) = a, (n > 2).
Hence if the theorem is not true for this A0, then there exists ô > 0 such that {gm(X)} = {¿j"(0)} is normal in 05(AO). Therefore there exists a subsequence such that {g'm (An)} is a bounded set since g"(Xo) = a (« > 2). However, I -a I -a Therefore as in the paragraph above we have a contradiction. Thus the theorem is completely proved. G Proof of Corollary 6. The proof is quite similar to that of Corollary 4. D
